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The Organizing Goals Pyramid  

(adapted from Franklin System of Time Management) 
 

“I want to organize, but where do I start??” I get asked this a lot. 

This exercise can help you work out where to start organizing, by helping you set some goals – 
what do you want to accomplish through organizing and why? The benefit of knowing this is that 
when you are clear on what you want to achieve (in the organizing project, in your home, in your 
life or lifestyle), then the planning and implementation of the project will go smoothly.  

What if you don’t know what your goals are? Or you don’t know if you need little goals or big 
goals? These are valid questions. This exercise will help you answer these questions.  

The exercise is The Organizing Goals Pyramid, which is adapted from the Franklin System of 
Time Management Productivity Pyramid. The pyramid helps you focus on what’s most important 
to you, so the organization goals you set feel motivating and achievable.  

Work fast, without thinking about it – just write down what comes to you quickly. It will take 15-
20 minutes. There’s an example on the other side. 
1) Work from the bottom up. The reason you begin with your Governing Values is that they are 
the rudder that steers you in the direction you want to go. If you make decisions that are in line 
with your values, then those decisions (e.g. your goals) will feel right.  
2) After identifying your Governing Values, you can either determine your short-term goals and 
working forward to discover your long-term goals, or begin with your long-term goals and work 
backwards to find your short-term goals. I offer these options because not everyone thinks in 
the same way.  
3) Complete Organization Goals last.  

 

 

     Org’n                Org’n 
    Goals               Goals 

           Short-Term           Long-Term/ 
   Goals            Life Goals 

      Intermediate Goals     Intermediate Goals 

     Long-Term/Life Goals      Short-Term goals 

      Governing Values*     Governing Values* 
*e.g. spending time with family, having a healthy lifestyle, community service, etc. 



 

Here’s an example…  

Mary is a 50-year-old wife and mother of three children and a dog. Her home feels out of 
control, but she doesn’t know where to start organizing it. She would also like to make some 
lifestyle changes, but can’t see how she can make lifestyle changes AND organize her home.  

This is Mary’s Organizing Pyramid: 
• Governing values – spending time with my family, being active in my church community  

 
• Long-term/life goals – improve my quality of life (joint pain, low energy), be the best mom 

I can be 
 

• Intermediate goals – lose 50 lbs, improve fitness  
 

• Short-term goals – reduce carbs, walk 20 mins every day 
 
This made it much easier for Mary to identify her Organizing Goals:  

• Make the kitchen more “user friendly” for healthy cooking and family time  
• Plan fun family activities 
• Set a fitness schedule  

…which resulted in organizing her kitchen and pantry, and creating a digital calendar to set 
aside time for family activities and a regular exercise routine for herself. She also created space 
in a dresser drawer so she could easily grab and put away her walking or workout clothes. 
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